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If you are a digital creator on the web (designer, developer, etc.), building your own

website continues to be an underrated way to learn skills and build your career.
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At the very least you should own a basic one page with your name, a photo, your background and links to any public

profiles. I wouldn't stop there though.

My personal experience: designing, developing, and writing https://t.co/N3rFIlFkBs has continued to pay dividends. It got me

every one of my jobs in the last 7 years, built me a reputation, introduced me to friends, helped me broaden my skillset,

made me easier to find.

All the tools you need are free, well-designed and easy to get started with.

Designing a website is easier than ever thanks to free design tools like @figmadesign and the endless landscape of

inspiration on @dribbble and @Behance

Building a website is easier than ever thanks to static site generators like @GatsbyJS, Nextjs @vercel , Hugo, Jeykyll, and

css libraries like @tailwindcss.

Hosting used to be a big barrier to entry, but no longer is thanks to tools like @Netlify and @getRender. Simply connect a

@github repo, and they will automatically detect your tools and starting hosting your site, keeping it up to date with your

main branch.

With all these tools, as long as you get over your own perfectionism or fear of sharing something, you can quickly put

something up on the web and unlock a lot of new fields to explore.

Explore visual design, front-end development, build tools, web performance, SEO, writing, photography, illustration,

marketing, teaching, interviewing, integrations with tools like newsletter services like @ConvertKit , and @Mailchimp or

search tools like @algolia.
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On top of that, you can take everything you learn and use it in your day job or teach it to others.

Since it's your site, you can experiment and play in ways that may not be possible in a business context.

You gain empathy for other functions and learn their tools. Developers understanding designers, marketers understanding

developers, etc.

If you haven't built and launched your own person website, blog, or portfolio, what's holding you back?
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